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By Bill Jelen

Three-Way Lookup
count how many rows exist for company

tion at the IMA Annual Conference &

Locating the Records
for the Company

Exposition in Baltimore: “My G/L data

The first step in solving the problem is to

there are seven records for company 200.

has both Company and Account as the

write a pair of formulas that describe

lookup columns. I have to rewrite the

where the records for a particular com-

VLOOKUP to use the correct range of

pany start and how many records there

Using OFFSET to Point
to a Range on the Fly

accounts for a particular company. Is

are. Using =MATCH(200,$A:$A,0) will

Using the two formulas above, you

there an easier way to perform this

cause Excel to look through column A

know that the accounts for company

lookup?” There is a formula solution,

and to report the first row that contains

200 start in row 9 and extend for a total

although the formula might seem

a matching value. The answer of “9”

of seven rows. You can use the OFFSET

complex.

indicates that the first record for company

function to specify a range that will have

200 is in row 9.

a calculated starting location and height.

Bobby from Colorado asked this ques-

The Data

Using =COUNTIF($A:$A,200) will

Bobby’s data is sorted so that all
of the records for company 100
appear together, followed by all

Figure 1

of the records for company 200,
and so on. Columns A:D of
Figure 1 show a miniature version of this data set. In reality,
there are columns for all 12
months and probably thousands
of records.
The goal is to look up the
value for the Company, Account,
and Month shown in cells
G1:G3. The formula in G4 solves
the problem, but let’s walk
through the logic of the solution
before revealing the formula.
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200. The formula in F10 indicates that

The first three arguments of the OFFSET

function are used to specify the top-left

an argument in another function. This is

cell of your lookup range. You will specify

the case in the current scenario: The

a starting cell, then provide a calculation

result of the OFFSET function will be

“F7” with “MATCH(G1,$A:$A,0)”;

to specify how many rows down from

used as the table array argument in the

replace “F10” with “COUNTIF($A:$A,

the starting cell to get to the real first

VLOOKUP function.

G1)”; and replace “F13” with

cell in your lookup table. The third argu-

The third argument of the VLOOKUP

the four formulas into a single formula.
In the VLOOKUP formula, replace

“MATCH(G3,1:1,0)-1” to get the three-

ment can specify how many columns to

specifies which column to return. The

way lookup in a single formula:

the right to get to the starting cell. You

MATCH function in cell F13 looks for

=VLOOKUP(G2,OFFSET($B$1,MATCH(G1,

could either start from A1 and use

“Feb” in row 1 and reports which col-

$A:$A,0)-1,0,COUNTIF($A:$A,G1),

=OFFSET(A1,F7-1,1…) or start from B1

umn contains that month. Since the

MATCH(G3,1:1,0)-1),3,FALSE).

and use =OFFSET(B1,F7-1,0…). Either of

lookup table starts in column B, the for-

these function fragments will point to

mula ends by subtracting 1 from the

formula shown in the figure will proba-

cell B9 as the top-left corner cell of the

result to arrive at the correct column.

bly make sense, once you’ve combined

lookup range.

This MATCH function provides the third

them all into a single formula you’ll have

element of the three-way lookup.

a formula that will most likely confuse

The last two arguments specify the
height and width of the lookup range. In

The formula in cell F20 makes use of

While the individual elements of the

every auditor who ever looks at it. This

this case, the height is the answer in

the prior formulas in cells F7, F10, and

would be a perfect time to add a cell

F10, and the width will be the number

F13 to return the correct answer:

comment (see June 2010 column) that

of columns in your lookup table.

=VLOOKUP(G2,OFFSET($B$1,F7-

points the spreadsheet reader back to

1,0,F10,F13),3,FALSE).

the August 2010 Strategic Finance for an

The function =OFFSET($B$1,F7-

explanation. SF

1,0,F10,F13) will dynamically point to

Bill Jelen is the host of MrExcel.com and

the OFFSET function will automatically

Combining All Four
Formulas into a Single
Formula

point to cells B16:D22 instead.

While the progression shown in cells

for IMA chapters around the U.S.

F6:F20 might be a suitable way to build

Visit www.MrExcel.com/speaking.html

Finishing the VLOOKUP

the complete formula, you probably don’t

for details on bringing Bill to your next

Since the result of the OFFSET function is

want to use 13 rows to return an answer

chapter or council PD seminar. Send

often a rectangular range of cells, you

for every combination of Company,

questions for future articles to

will almost always see it being reused as

Account, and Month. You can combine

IMA@MrExcel.com.

the yellow range in the figure. If you
change cell G1 to refer to company 300,

does Professional Development seminars

August 2010
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